Communication between the brain and peripheral mediators of systemic inflammation is implicated in numerous psychological, behavioral, and physiological processes. Functional neuroimaging studies have identified brain regions that associate with peripheral inflammation in humans, yet there are open questions about the consistency, specificity, and network characteristics of these findings. The present systematic review provides a meta-analysis to address these questions. Multilevel kernel density analysis of 24 studies (37 statistical maps; 264 coordinates; 457 participants) revealed consistent effects in the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, insula, midbrain, and brainstem, as well as prefrontal and temporal cortices. Effects in some regions were specific to particular study designs and tasks. Spatial pattern analysis revealed significant overlap of reported effects with limbic, default mode, ventral attention, and corticostriatal networks, and co-activation analyses revealed functional ensembles encompassing the prefrontal cortex, insula, and midbrain/brainstem. Together, these results characterize brain regions and networks associated with peripheral inflammation in humans, and they provide a functional neuroanatomical reference point for future neuroimaging studies on brain-body interactions.
Introduction
The brain and peripheral immune system communicate continuously through bidirectional signaling pathways. This communication provides a basis for complex interactions that contribute to a range of physiological processes that are coordinated with behavioral states in health and disease. In particular, interactions between the brain and peripheral mediators of acute and chronic systemic inflammation are implicated in adaptive behavioral and physiological processes, including defending against infectious pathogens (Ben-Shaanan et al., 2016; Tracey, 2009) , maintaining physiological homeostasis during experiences of psychological stress (Pfau and Russo, 2015) , and altering social behaviors according to context (Filiano et al., 2016) . Moreover, dysregulated communication between the brain and peripheral mediators of systemic inflammation may play a role in the pathophysiology of diverse neurological, neuropsychiatric, and physical health conditions, including Alzheimer's disease (Glass et al., 2010) , major depressive disorder (Dantzer et al., 2008) , and cardiovascular disease (Gianaros et al., 2014) .
To better understand the mechanisms that support brain-inflammation interactions in humans, a growing number of functional neuroimaging studies have focused on characterizing correlations between neural activity and peripheral inflammatory physiology. Other studies have examined manipulations of peripheral inflammatory physiology, including endotoxin and typhoid vaccination exposure, and their effects on neural activity (e.g., Eisenberger et al., 2009; Harrison et al., 2009a Harrison et al., , 2009b . However, results from existing functional neuroimaging studies of brain-inflammation interactions have not yet been empirically summarized to identify brain regions that are consistently reported in the literature. Identifying and characterizing these spatially convergent regions has the potential to advance conceptual frameworks of brain-body and brain-inflammation interactions, and to further enable future efforts toward the more precise brain-based classification and prediction of health and disease outcomes that involve the brain and peripheral inflammation . Accordingly, in this review, we first provide an overview of the signaling pathways that allow for communication between peripheral inflammation and the brain. Then, we describe candidate brain regions https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2018.07.013 Received 4 December 2017; Received in revised form 18 July 2018; Accepted 22 July 2018 and networks that are thought to be important for representing and regulating peripheral inflammatory physiology. Finally, we describe some of the functional neuroimaging methods used for elucidating these brain regions in humans. We then present results from a quantitative meta-analysis of human functional neuroimaging studies on this topic, with the aims of identifying brain regions that are consistently reported across the literature, examining the specificity of reported regions to experimental factors (e.g., methodological design and psychological tasks), and describing how regions are organized into functional networks and ensembles.
Peripheral inflammatory physiology in health and disease
Inflammation is a complex innate immunologic response that provides the host organism with defense against infectious pathogens or tissue injury. The acute inflammatory response is primarily initiated via local activation of macrophages and production and release of cellsignaling proteins called pro-inflammatory cytokines that serve a broad array of functions in the body. In addition to mediating the acute inflammatory response, cytokines, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), enter the bloodstream and facilitate the production and release of acute phase proteins, such as C-reactive protein (CRP), by the liver. Following the acute inflammatory response and upon clearing the pathogen, levels of inflammation typically decrease. However, sustained low-level elevations of inflammatory mediators are considered to be detrimental to long-term health, comprising a condition termed chronic or systemic inflammation (Nathan and Ding, 2010) . Chronic inflammation may confer risk for several neuropsychiatric, neurodegenerative, and physical health outcomes. Importantly, there are appreciable and stable individual differences in both acute inflammatory responses and chronic inflammation which are determined by multiple and interacting demographic, psychosocial, and physiological factors (Marsland et al., 2017b; McDade et al., 2006; Prather et al., 2009) .
Acute inflammatory responses and related aspects of chronic inflammation may increase risk for disease outcomes not only due to effects in the periphery, but also due to interactions with the central nervous system (CNS). It is well established, for example, that inflammatory processes in the periphery are involved in the pathogenesis of coronary artery disease (Libby et al., 2002) , hypertension (Vaziri and Rodríguez-Iturbe, 2006) , and the metabolic syndrome (Hotamisligil, 2006) . In addition, because experiences of acute psychological stress and chronic life event stress associate with reliable increases in peripheral inflammatory physiology in the absence of injury (KiecoltGlaser et al., 2003; Marsland et al., 2017b) , it is thought that inflammation may comprise an intermediate pathway linking brain-based processes, such as psychological stress, with risk for physical disease outcomes, including those noted above (Gianaros and Wager, 2015) . Moreover, inflammatory processes are implicated in the pathogenesis and prognosis of several disorders of the brain that are highly comorbid with heart disease and other chronic illnesses, including major depression (Raison and Miller, 2011; Wohleb et al., 2016) , post-traumatic stress disorder (Lindqvist et al., 2014) , chronic pain , Alzheimer's disease (Heppner et al., 2015) , and premature cognitive decline (Weaver et al., 2002) . Accordingly, the frequent comorbidity of these neuropsychiatric conditions with chronic illnesses raises the possibility that altered or dysregulated relationships between peripheral inflammation and the brain may represent a shared pathophysiological mechanism (Anisman and Hayley, 2012) .
Pathways linking peripheral inflammatory physiology and the brain
Peripheral inflammatory physiology interacts with the brain via bidirectional signaling pathways (see Dantzer et al., 2000; Prinz and Priller, 2017; Quan and Banks, 2007 for review) . More specifically, inflammatory processes in the periphery signal the brain via viscerosensory or bottom-up pathways, and are also regulated by the brain via visceromotor or top-down pathways. Within the brain are several brainstem, limbic, basal ganglia, and cortical regions, reviewed below, that have been reported to be jointly involved in these viscerosensory and visceromotor pathways. Their involvement in both pathways suggests that they comprise critical nodes within the brain for exchanging inflammatory and other immune-related signals between the brain and body. Hence, when activated in sequence, these viscerosensory and visceromotor signaling pathways are thought to form reflex loops that involve specific brain regions and networks capable of sensing changes in peripheral inflammatory activity and making adjustments to regulate peripheral inflammation (Tracey, 2009) .
Several viscerosensory signaling pathways link peripheral inflammation to the brain. First, peripheral inflammatory cytokines can cross the blood-brain barrier by way of an active transport mechanism (Banks and Kastin, 1991) . Second, cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1) can passively cross the blood-brain barrier in areas of increased diffusivity, such as the circumventricular organs and choroid plexus (Blatteis et al., 1983) . Third, peripheral inflammation can activate the vagus nerve (Ek et al., 1998) , a major immunosensory nerve that in turn propagates inflammatory signals into the CNS via its projections to the nucleus tractus solitarius and ventrolateral medulla, subsequently stimulating a central immune response in the brain (Bluthé et al., 1994; Rinaman, 2007) .
In addition to viscerosensory signaling pathways, there are multiple visceromotor signaling pathways by which the brain modulates peripheral inflammatory activity (see Eisenberger and Cole, 2012; Pavlov and Tracey, 2017 for review). Such top-down pathways principally include neuroendocrine and autonomic effector mechanisms. Activation of the neuroendocrine effector mechanism chiefly involves the peripheral actions of glucocorticoids controlled by the hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Glucocorticoids (e.g., cortisol in humans) act via glucocorticoid receptors in immune cells to modulate proinflammatory gene expression, serving to alter (e.g., downregulate) inflammation in homeostatic conditions Sternberg, 2006) . Autonomic effector mechanisms involve activation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system, the former influencing proinflammatory gene transcription and cytokine production via beta-adrenergic receptor actions (Johnson et al., 2005; Maestroni and Mazzola, 2003) , and the latter down-regulating peripheral inflammatory activity via cholinergic outflow of the vagus nerve (Borovikova et al., 2000) .
In interim, viscerosensory and visceromotor mechanisms comprise bidirectional pathways and feedback loops by which the brain interacts with peripheral inflammation to shape diverse processes in health and disease. What is currently lacking, however, is a complete understanding of the specific human brain regions and networks that are involved in these loops.
Brain regions and networks implicated in peripheral inflammation
Within the brain, inflammatory signals from the periphery influence local physiological processes such as neurotransmitter metabolism, long term potentiation, and synaptic plasticity (see Yirmiya and Goshen, 2011 for review) . These signals can also induce a central neuroinflammatory cascade via the activation of microglia (Kreisel et al., 2013) . Behaviorally, inflammatory signals and their effects in the brain promote "sickness behaviors", which are a constellation of cognitive and affective changes that include social withdrawal, reduced nutrient intake, altered reward processing, impaired cognitive capacities, and disturbed sleep (Dantzer et al., 2008; Hart, 1988; Reichenberg et al., 2001) . There is substantial overlap between symptoms of sickness behaviors and some core cognitive and affective disturbances reported in neuropsychiatric disorders, consistent with the view that dysregulated interactions between peripheral inflammation and the brain may be involved in the pathogenesis of some of these disorders (Dantzer et al., 2008) .
A substantial line of animal research has identified candidate brain regions that process viscerosensory signals and control visceromotor pathways in the context of peripheral inflammation. Discrete nuclei in the pons, medulla, and brainstem are implicated in transmitting inflammatory signals between the periphery and higher brain regions. Foremost are the ventrolateral medulla, parabrachial nucleus, and nucleus of the solitary tract Dantzer et al., 2008; Rinaman, 2007) . In turn, more rostral limbic structures are involved in sensing these afferent visceral signals and initiating efferent neuroendocrine and autonomic responses. These limbic include the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, amygdala, hippocampus, bed nucleus of stria terminalis, striatum, and thalamus (Frenois et al., 2007; Heimer and Van Hoesen, 2006; Wrona, 2006) . Broadly, neuroimaging studies (reviewed in more detail below) suggest that these limbic, midbrain, and brainstem regions are similarly involved with peripheral inflammation in human samples Hannestad, 2013; Miller et al., 2013) . Moreover, some neuroimaging studies have identified additional striatal and nigral regions of the basal ganglia, as well as networked cortical regions within the insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and prefrontal cortex (PFC), as being involved as well (Capuron and Miller, 2011; Harrison, 2017; Thayer and Sternberg, 2010) . Taken together, animal models and human neuroimaging studies suggest that particular brainstem, limbic, basal ganglia, and cortical regions may be involved in mediating a range of homeostatic, behavioral, and psychological consequences of peripheral inflammation.
In addition to the role of individual brain regions in peripheral inflammation, it is also clear that many of these regions are anatomically and functionally connected, forming brain networks that sense and regulate peripheral inflammation. In one well-characterized example of these networks, inflammatory signals reach the brain via the parabrachial nucleus to the hypothalamus, which in turn initiates a neuroendocrine reflex loop whereby corticotropin-releasing hormone is secreted to the pituitary gland (Sternberg, 2006) . In addition, several of these networks are classified based on their cortical, limbic, (i.e., corticolimbic) and striatal (i.e., corticostriatal) interconnections, and are implicated in several psychological process that are altered in the context of peripheral inflammation, including psychological stress (Myers et al., 2016) and reward processing (Harrison et al., 2009a; Nusslock and Miller, 2016) . Finally, large-scale intrinsic networks consist of anatomically and functionally connected brain regions that exhibit coherent activity as measured by neuroimaging. Several of these intrinsic networks, including the "limbic," "default mode," and "ventral attention" networks, are comprised of previously described brain regions and are further implicated in core behavioral, psychological, and disease processes that are known to associate with peripheral inflammation Kleckner et al., 2017; Yeo et al., 2011) .
Human neuroimaging studies of brain -peripheral inflammation interactions
An emerging line of human neuroscience research has recently begun to translate animal model findings on brain-inflammation interactions. This translational research is made possible by noninvasive functional neuroimaging methods, of which functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and fludeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) are the two most widely utilized. These methods enable measurement of activity in the entire brain simultaneously, which is not possible with many invasive animal study designs. As a result, functional neuroimaging permits the study of the neural correlates of peripheral inflammation throughout the brain in diverse human samples and across a range of behavioral states and psychological processes.
To date, fMRI and FDG-PET studies on neural correlates of peripheral inflammation have mostly been conducted using two general classes of study design, which we here term inflammatory manipulation studies and inflammatory observational studies. In the former, the effect of peripheral inflammatory physiology on the brain is examined by stimulating (inducing) a peripheral inflammatory response and evaluating behavioral and brain responses via self-report, performance on behavioral tasks, and concurrent functional brain imaging. Several inflammatory manipulation studies have been used in humans (see Hannestad, 2013 for review) . The effect of acute inflammatory manipulation on the brain is investigated, for example, via administration of the Salmonella typhi vaccine, which provokes transient increases in peripheral proinflammatory cytokines (Hingorani et al., 2000) , as well as changes in cognitive and affective behaviors (Harrison et al., 2009a) . Separately, the effect of chronic inflammation on the brain is investigated, for example, via administration of interferon-alpha (IFN-α) over the course of several weeks, as part of treatment for hepatitis C or melanoma. This treatment produces reports of fatigue in patients, and functional neuroimaging studies suggest that these effects are mediated via altered function in the striatum (Capuron et al., 2012 (Capuron et al., , 2007 . The effect of an inflammatory manipulation on the brain is statistically evaluated using within-participant designs (e.g., comparing responses to vaccine versus placebo across different sessions) or between-participant designs (e.g., comparing patients undergoing IFN-α treatment to wait-list controls, or correlating individual differences in stimulusevoked peripheral inflammatory reactivity). Together, the importance of inflammatory manipulation studies lies in their ability to reveal the effects of induced peripheral inflammation on multiple psychological phenomena, including reward processing , memory (Harrison et al., 2014) , and social cognition (Kullmann et al., 2014) . Moreover, neuroimaging studies using these inflammatory manipulation protocols have the ability to identify functional changes in brain regions and networks that in turn are thought to mediate the effect of peripheral inflammation on changes in cognitive and affective behaviors (Harrison et al., 2014 (Harrison et al., , 2009a .
In contrast to study designs using inflammatory manipulations, designs using inflammatory observational designs measure correlations between brain activity and peripheral inflammatory physiology during rest or in response to a task. The latter measures of peripheral inflammatory physiology are measured across various tissues, organ systems, etc., including blood (e.g., IL-6, CRP), saliva, (e.g., soluble tumor necrosis factor-alpha receptor type II), and the airway (e.g., fractional exhaled nitric oxide). It should be noted here that because inflammatory observational studies typically adopt a between-participant or individual differences study design, other factors (e.g., age, adiposity) may complicate or confound interpretations of findings. Hence, in comparison to results from inflammatory manipulations, the strength and reliability of relationships between neuroimaging responses and markers of inflammation in inflammatory observational studies may be less clear. Despite this distinction, inflammatory observational designs are clinically relevant insofar as they use markers of peripheral inflammation that are known to track demographic, psychosocial, and physiological gradients that predict health outcomes (McDade et al., 2006) . Moreover, there is some evidence suggesting that study designs involving inflammatory manipulation and those involving inflammatory correlational observations may reveal similar or common brain regions in association with inflammatory physiology, yet the precise degree of similarity is unknown. For instance, studies using each kind of design have previously reported associations between peripheral inflammation and the amygdala (Inagaki et al., 2012; Swartz et al., 2017) , hippocampus (Harrison et al., 2014; Wik et al., 1998) , insula (Hannestad et al., 2012a (Hannestad et al., , 2012b Tashiro et al., 2001) , and ACC (Harrison et al., 2009b; Slavich et al., 2010 ). Yet, beyond these and other individual sets of findings, it is empirically unknown at present whether peripheral inflammation consistently engages similar brain regions in these two classes of study design.
Aim of the present meta-analysis
Although functional neuroimaging studies have begun to describe the brain regions and networks where activity patterns associate with peripheral inflammation in humans, there is not yet a precise and empirical synthesis of these studies. Several statistical issues, methodological limitations, and sources of heterogeneity across individual studies in this literature support the importance of such a synthesis. First, several studies in this literature include small sample sizes, which makes them subject to low statistical power, questionable reliability, and potentially inflated false positive results (Button et al., 2013; Cremers et al., 2017) . Second, there is appreciable heterogeneity in the use of study designs, psychological tasks, and participant samples. As described above, it is unknown whether results from different study designs yield systematically consistent results or identify spatially convergent brain regions and networks. Similarly, these studies employ a range of psychological tasks during neuroimaging assessment and moreover include diverse participant samples, ranging from healthy college students to adults undergoing cancer treatment (see Table 1 ). Hence, it is unclear whether brain regions reported in these studies are generalizable across factors and people, or instead might be relatively specific to particular contexts and populations. Third, while individual brain regions have been identified in association with inflammatory physiology, what is less clear is the extent to which these regions are encompassed by intrinsic brain networks that are thought to be jointly involved in peripheral physiological control and psychological and behavioral processes impacted by inflammation. Although some emerging neuroimaging studies have begun to identify brain networks and network-level patterns of activity that associate with peripheral inflammation (e.g., Dipasquale et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2009a; Marsland et al., 2017a) , these patterns of activity have not yet been described at the meta-analytic level. Indeed, results from neuroimaging meta-analyses can be characterized based on how they spatially correspond with intrinsic brain networks. They can also be used to identify co-activated brain regions across studies, which permits a characterization of spatially distributed functional ensembles whose activity consistently covaries within in the brain (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Kober et al., 2008; Wager et al., 2009a) Accordingly, we conducted a meta-analysis of the human functional neuroimaging literature on brain-immune interactions, with a focus on identifying the functional neural correlates of peripheral inflammatory physiology. The first aim was to empirically examine the consistency of reported brain regions in this literature. Brain regions identified by this analysis may be implicated in regulating and responding to peripheral inflammation across a variety of study designs, psychological processes, and participant samples (Kober and Wager, 2010) . The second aim was to examine whether reports of any of these brain regions are specific to particular study designs, psychological tasks, or participant samples. The third aim was to describe the network composition and organization of reported brain regions, using two approaches. First, the spatial pattern of the consistency analysis results was compared with known intrinsic brain networks, striatum subdivisions, and corticostriatal loops; second, patterns of co-activated regions across studies were grouped into connections that might reflect functional brain networks or ensembles that are commonly implicated in peripheral inflammation. Our approach and procedures, detailed below, closely conform to T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 Table 1 Descriptive information of included studies. recently published guidelines on conducting neuroimaging meta-analyses (Müller et al., 2018 ).
Methods

Study selection
In accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Moher et al., 2009) , studies considered here were identified via a systematic search of the PubMed database through April 2016 1 . Search parameters included: "brain" AND ("immune" OR "inflammation" OR "cytokine") AND ("neuroimaging" OR ("fMRI" OR "functional magnetic resonance imaging") OR ("PET" OR "positron emission tomography") OR ("MEG" OR "magnetoencephalography") OR ("SPECT" OR "single-photon emission computed tomography")). In addition, reference sections of relevant review papers (Hannestad, 2013; Haroon et al., 2012; Thayer and Sternberg, 2010) were searched. Two investigators (TEK and PJG) screened titles and abstracts of identified records, doubly verifying that records (1) were not review papers, (2) studied humans, and (3) used fMRI or FDG-PET. Duplicate records were removed, and full texts of eligible articles were examined to verify that studies (1) conducted whole-brain analyses, excluding studies using region-of-interest (ROI) analyses or restricted search space, (2) reported coordinates of activation results using a standard template space (i.e., Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) or Talairach), and (3) used a study design that either stimulated peripheral inflammation (i.e., inflammatory manipulation design) or measured a peripheral marker of inflammatory physiology along with neuroimaging (i.e., inflammatory observational design).
For each study, we considered analyses that described either a main effect of inflammation or an interaction between inflammation and a task condition. As a concrete example of our literature search process, a study by Kullmann and colleagues (Kullmann et al., 2013) reported activations that reflected the main effect of task (i.e., emotional vs neutral visual stimuli) along with another set of activations that reflected the interaction between inflammatory state and task. We only considered the latter set of activations, which reflect brain regions wherein manipulating peripheral inflammatory physiology changes brain function. The former set of activations, on the other hand, does not account for changes or manipulations in peripheral inflammatory physiology, and was therefore not appropriate for the meta-analysis.
We recorded various characteristics of each study, including imaging methodology (e.g., fMRI), study design (i.e., inflammatory manipulation, inflammatory observational), inflammatory stimulus (e.g., typhoid vaccine), and peripheral measure of inflammatory physiology (e.g., circulating IL-6). Because the choices of task paradigms varied substantially, we classified study tasks into broader categories of cognitive (e.g., visuospatial attention, color-word Stroop), emotion (e.g., viewing emotional pictures, grief induction), or resting-state paradigms (see Table 1 ). Finally, summary results from each study were recorded from reported peak activation coordinates (foci).
Some studies and analyses were excluded based on additional a priori criteria (see Fig. 1 ). Analyses measuring immune markers not clearly related to inflammation (e.g., helper T cell count) were excluded. Results of higher-ordered statistical interactions were not included, because there were too few studies reporting interactions to adequately group with other studies in the meta-analysis. Specifically, we did not include analyses that reported brain activity differences reflecting clinical status (e.g., Rosenkranz et al., 2012) , sex differences (e.g., Eisenberger et al., 2009) , or individual differences in behavioral (e.g., mood) responses to inflammation (e.g., Harrison et al., 2009a Harrison et al., , 2009b . However, studies using clinical samples or combinations of clinical and nonclinical samples were included.
Several studies identified in the literature search did not report whole-brain results (Fig. 1) , and instead conducted ROI analyses. Specifically, these studies conducted ROI analyses using three methods: (a) reducing the analytic search space, e.g., using small volume correction, (b) using functionally-defined (e.g., task-evoked) ROIs, and (c) using anatomically-defined ROIs. We did not include results from these studies in the main analyses because they may bias meta-analytic results by increasing the false positive and false negative rate (Costafreda, 2009) . Such studies, however, were incorporated in an ancillary set of consistency analyses (see supplemental material for additional reporting). For studies using reduced search spaces or functionally-defined ROIs, reported activation coordinates were recorded. For studies using anatomical ROIs for which sufficient details were provided, masks were constructed, and center-of-mass coordinates of the resultant masks were recorded.
Consistency analyses: Multilevel kernel density analysis (MKDA)
The consistency analysis used multilevel kernel density analysis (MKDA; Wager et al., 2009a Wager et al., , 2007 to identify brain regions that are consistently reported across studies. This procedure nests peak activation coordinates within individual analytic maps, which reduces bias from studies that report more coordinates or use less stringent statistical testing thresholds. Prior to MKDA procedures, coordinates reported in Talairach space were transformed into MNI space using the Brett tal2mni transformation (Brett et al., 2001) . The MKDA steps were as follows: (1) construct contrast indicator maps (CIM), which are binary voxel-wise maps that describe, for each voxel, whether an particular study contrast reported an effect within 20 mm; (2) compute an overall density map from weighted averages of each CIM, weighting by the square root of the sample size for each CIM; and (3) perform Monte Carlo simulations using 5000 iterations to compare the overall density map to a null distribution derived from randomly distributed suprathreshold blobs throughout the brain, preserving the spatial structure inherent in each study (i.e., smooth blobs when multiple nearby local peaks are reported).
Significant clusters were identified correcting for multiple statistical testing at a family-wise error rate (FWER) threshold of p < 0.05 while adapting to characteristics of the data. Specifically, we used an extentbased threshold to identify clusters that exceeded chance expectations with respect to the null distribution of cluster size for a given voxel-wise alpha level. Clusters were identified using a primary extent-based threshold with a voxel-wise alpha level of 0.01 to maintain cluster-level FWER p < 0.05 correction. In addition to this primary threshold, some regions surpassed a more stringent, extent-based threshold using alpha of 0.001, as well as a height-based, voxel-wise FWER corrected (p < 0.05) threshold. We note that extent-based thresholds determined by Monte Carlo simulation respect the underlying distributions of the data when constructing the null distribution of cluster size, and hence do not suffer from inflated false positive rates reported in parametric forms of cluster-based extent thresholding (Eklund et al., 2016) . We took clusters identified in the previous analysis (using the primary cluster-based extent threshold) and subsequently conducted three voxel-wise chi-square (χ 2 ) analyses to evaluate the specificity of reported activations in these clusters to three different factors: study design, task paradigm, and sample clinical status (Wager et al., 2009a) . Each χ 2 analysis tests, at each voxel, whether there are significant differences in the absolute proportion of effects (e.g., activation) associated with a given factor (Agresti, 2002) . Analyses of study design 1 We repeated this search in October 2017 after the completion of the review and meta-analysis, and we identified several papers that were potentially relevant to update the meta-analysis. Upon further inspection, however, all were deemed ineligible. Hence, we retained the original counts depicted in the CONSORT diagram (Fig. 1) .
T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 grouped studies into inflammatory manipulation or inflammatory observational designs. Analyses of task paradigm grouped studies into emotional, cognitive, and resting state paradigms as described above. Analyses of sample clinical status considered whether the study sample was derived from a clinical population. Because these specificity analyses were secondary to the main consistency analyses, and because there were a low number of studies across the different factors, the results from these specificity analyses were evaluated using a more lenient cluster-based threshold of p < 0.005, 10 voxel extent. In addition to the χ 2 analysis of study design, we were interested in whether studies using inflammatory manipulations and inflammatory observations can independently report effects that are consistent with the pooled, primary MKDA results. To this end, we repeated the MKDA procedure separately for each set of studies and examined the combined spatial overlap of their thresholded results maps using a conjunction analysis (Nichols et al., 2005) . Details of this conjunction analysis are in the supplemental material.
Network analyses: Spatial similarity and co-activation
To examine whether regions reported in the consistency analyses reflect large-scale brain networks, we conducted spatial similarity analyses by comparing their profiles with 7 known intrinsic brain networks derived from 1000 individuals using resting-state functional connectivity MRI (Yeo et al., 2011) . Specifically, we computed pointbiserial correlations between each CIM with maps for each of the 7 intrinsic brain networks, and determined statistical significance using one-sample t-tests on Fisher r-to-z transformed values
We then repeated these spatial similarity analyses using striatal subdivisions and corticostriatal loops derived from a recent meta-analysis of over 5000 neuroimaging studies (Pauli et al., 2016) . This largescale meta-analysis was chosen to serve as an additional reference point for our network analyses, for three reasons. First, Pauli et al. (2016) used meta-analytic co-activation analyses (see below) to derive striatal subdivisions and corticostriatal networks, an approach that may yield networks that are more comparable to our meta-analytic procedures than are resting-state fMRI-derived networks. Second, Pauli et al. (2016) used data-driven term-based analyses to identify associations between their networks and the psychological and behavioral concepts described in the text of constituent studies, presumably providing an unbiased source for characterizing our MKDA results in psychological terms. Third, we were interested in the striatum and its cortical connections because it was strongly implicated in results of the consistency and specificity analyses, and because corticostriatal networks have been implicated in inflammatory physiology and processes (Felger et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2009a) .
Finally, to examine the network organization of reported regions, we tested how patterns of reported co-activation across different brain regions in the sample of 24 neuroimaging studies (37 CIMs) may form functional groupings (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Kober et al., 2008) . Here, patterns of reported co-activation between two regions indicate a metaanalytic index of connectivity. First, clusters identified in the consistency analyses were anatomically parcellated to reduce their dimensionality to individual brain regions. Anatomical boundaries for this step were derived from a combination of atlases measuring 91 cortical, subcortical, thalamic, cerebellar, and brainstem regions (Diedrichsen et al., 2009; Johansen-Berg et al., 2005; Shattuck et al., 2008) . From this, we created an indicator matrix, in which rows represent each of the 37 CIMs and columns represent each of the atlas regions, and each element coded whether the study contrast map reported an effect within the atlas region. This indicator matrix was then empirically grouped using multivariate dimensionality reduction followed by hierarchical clustering. Briefly, this step used nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS), which is similar to a principal component analysis, but does not assume that the distances in activation across regions are in Euclidean space; thus, it allows for nonlinear monotonic relationships (Shepard, 1980) . Solutions of varying numbers of clusters were then computed, and the optimal number of clusters was determined using nonparametric permutation testing. From here, a new indicator matrix was created, with rows representing the 37 CIMs and columns representing the 7 regions defined by the optimal clustering solution.
We repeated the multivariate dimensionality reduction and clustering step to find functional groupings across regions, yet this analysis yielded two functional groupings: a grouping containing the dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC) and dorsal ACC (dACC; see Fig. 5 , light blue), and another grouping containing all other regions. Given this, we evaluated co-activations among the 7 identified regions by computing Kendall's Tau-b between each pair of regions using the 37-CIM-by-7-region adjacency matrix. Here, Kendall's Tau-b reflects the degree to which one brain region is co-activated with another brain region across the 37 CIMs, and hence reflects a meta-analytic index of functional connectivity (Gibbons, 1993; Kober et al., 2008) . We adjusted for multiple comparisons at this step using the false discovery rate, q < 0.05 corrected, (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) and further removed connections that were statistically mediated by another region (Baron and Kenny, 1986 ).
Results
Included studies
A flowchart of the database search and text screening procedure is in Fig. 1 . Following the literature search and text screening, 24 studies met inclusion criteria for the meta-analysis. In total, the included studies reported 37 analytic maps, 264 coordinates, and 457 participants. Included studies and their attributes are described in Table 1 . Seven studies examined clinical samples; these included participants with hepatitis C infection (Capuron et al., 2005; Juengling et al., 2000) , melanoma (Capuron et al., 2007) , asthma (Rosenkranz et al., 2016 (Rosenkranz et al., , 2012 , breast cancer (Pomykala et al., 2013) , and multiple cancer types (Tashiro et al., 2001) . No included studies examined psychiatric or neurological patient samples. In terms of study design, there were comparable numbers of studies using inflammatory manipulations and inflammatory observations. As expected, the types of psychological tasks administered during scanning varied across studies, yet our task classifications yielded comparable numbers of resting state, emotion, and cognitive studies. Fig. 2 displays the clusters that were consistently reported across studies, identified using our primary, extent-based threshold with a voxel-wise alpha level of 0.01 (purple). In addition to this primary threshold, clusters surpassing a more stringent, extent-based threshold using alpha of 0.001, as well clusters exceeding a height-based, voxelwise FWER corrected (p < 0.05) threshold are displayed using orange and yellow, respectively. Descriptive statistics of clusters identified using these thresholds are in Table 2 .
Results of consistency analyses: MKDA
This analysis revealed consistent effects in several limbic and basal ganglia regions, including the right amygdala, bilateral hippocampus, hypothalamus, and bilateral striatum (caudate and putamen). Within these regions, two clusters encompassing the right amygdala / hippocampus as well as the left lentiform nucleus (bordering the hippocampus) survived the most stringent, voxel-wise FWER corrected threshold. Midbrain and brainstem regions included a large cluster covering several nuclei, including the parabrachial complex, powntine tegmentum, locus coeruleus, substantia nigra, and rostral ventral medulla. Finally, this analysis revealed several cortical regions, including a cluster containing the dACC and dmPFC, which also survived the most stringent, voxel-wise FWER corrected threshold. Another cortical cluster encompassed a large territory of the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC).
T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 Remaining clusters were localized to orbitofrontal, temporal, insular, and cerebellar cortices.
Results of specificity analyses: Chi-square (χ 2 ) and conjunction
We conducted three χ 2 analyses to examine the specificity of reported effects according to study design, task paradigm, and sample clinical status. The first χ 2 analysis of study design revealed a cluster in the right insula (MNI center coordinates [50 4-6], 572 voxels), as well as a cluster in the right superior temporal gyrus (MNI center coordinates [58 -32 4], 71 voxels). In these clusters, study designs using an inflammatory manipulation reported significantly greater proportions of activation than observational designs (e.g., 45.7% vs 19.2% activating the insula, Fig. 3, left) . The second χ 2 analysis of task paradigm revealed one cluster that included the caudate, subgenual ACC (sgACC), and medial orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, MNI center coordinates [2 20 -6] , 430 voxels). Here, studies that employed emotion tasks reported significantly greater proportions of activation (65.5% activating) compared to cognitive (23.9%) and resting state (6.5%) task paradigms (Fig. 3, right) . The third χ 2 analysis of sample clinical status revealed two small clusters in the dmPFC; in these clusters, studies using clinical samples reported significantly greater proportions of activation than studies using nonclinical samples (> 42.7% vs < 7.6% activating; see supplemental material). When performing separate consistency analyses for each type of study design (i.e., inflammatory manipulations and observational), a conjunction analysis of their respective thresholded MKDA maps indicated that each study design reported overlapping clusters of consistent effects in the amygdala, hippocampus, striatum, thalamus, posterior insula, dorsal and sgACC, dmPFC, and temporal cortex ( Figure  S1 , magenta), which overlapped considerably with regions identified in the MKDA results that were pooled across study designs. Several regions T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 previously identified by the pooled MKDA results were not observed in both study designs; these include the insula, midbrain, and brainstem (consistently activated by inflammatory manipulations only, yellow) and rostral medial and ventrolateral PFC (consistently activated by observational designs only, blue). Consistent with these findings, statistically comparing the unthresholded results for inflammatory manipulation designs and inflammatory observational designs indicated the pattern of their results were moderately correlated (rho = 0.55) suggesting that both study designs converge on similar patterns of brain regions.
Results of network analyses: Spatial similarity and co-activation
Comparing the spatial similarity of individual study contrast maps to maps reflecting 7 intrinsic brain networks (Yeo et al., 2011 ) revealed significant overlap with the so-called default mode, limbic, and ventral attention networks (Fig. 4 , top panel, mean r's > 0.02, T's > 2.89, p's < 0.05). In contrast, individual study contrast maps showed little specificity in their overlap with striatum sub-regions (Pauli et al., 2016) , showing significant overlap with all sub-regions except the posterior caudate (Fig. 4 , bottom left panel, mean r's > 0.01, T's > 2.07, p's < 0.05). Finally, individual study contrast maps exhibited some overlap with corticostriatal loops (Pauli et al., 2016) , particularly ventral striatum, posterior putamen, and anterior caudate loops (mean r's > 0.02, T's > 2.30, p's < 0.03). None of the point-biserial correlations between individual CIMs and the significant network maps were statistically associated with the sample size reported in each CIM (p's > 0.05, Table S1 ).
For the network co-activation analyses, we parcellated the MKDA map (cluster-based threshold p < 0.01) into separate anatomical regions as previously described (Kober et al., 2008) . Studies reported effects in 55 anatomical parcels; NMDS dimension loadings were computed from these parcels, and a range of clustering solutions were considered. Of these, the 7-region solution was optimal (mean silhouette value = 0.38, 18.88 standard deviation improvement over permuted data, p < 0.001). A statistic of co-activation (Kendall's Tau-b) was computed for each pair of these 7 regions; significant co-activations are shown in Fig. 5 . As shown, these functional ensembles of regions included brainstem, limbic, and cortical regions, most notably involving significant connections between the brainstem / pons (red), right anterior insula (magenta), sgACC / vmPFC (yellow), and right amygdala / parahippocampal gyrus (orange). In comparison, the left parahippocampal gyrus (green) and right temporal gyrus (blue) had connections that were significant at an uncorrected threshold (p < 0.05). As described previously, repeating the NMDS and cluster analysis procedure on this 7-region set revealed two functional groupings. The circle plot in Fig. 5 effectively illustrates the nature of these groupings: the first consists of the dACC/dmPFC (light blue), and the second consists of all other regions.
Ancillary analyses including ROI-based studies
In a set of ancillary and post-hoc analyses, ROI-based studies were incorporated into the dataset of activation foci, adding 11 studies and 43 coordinates (see supplemental material). The MKDA procedures reported above were repeated on this expanded dataset and thresholded in accordance with the original consistency analysis. The results of this ancillary consistency analysis are provided in Figure S3 in supplemental material. Results revealed comparatively stronger effects for the 'core' inflammation-related regions identified in the a priori MKDA results, including the amygdala, striatum, dmPFC, vmPFC, and insula. Notably, however, adding the additional ROI coordinates to the dataset changed the required proportion threshold to achieve FWER correction for multiple testing. As a result, other largely posterior brain areas originally identified (e.g., brainstem, occipital cortex) were no longer statistically detectable. Importantly, the unthresholded MKDA map for Fig. 3 . Activations specific to study design and task type. Left: voxel-wise chi-square analysis revealed a cluster encompassing the anterior insula that was specific to study design. Here, inflammatory manipulation designs reported greater absolute proportions of activations than inflammatory observational designs. Right: voxelwise chi-square analyses revealed a cluster encompassing the ventral striatum, subgenual anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex that was specific to task type. Here, emotion tasks reported greater absolute proportions of activations than cognitive or resting state tasks. Results presented using p < 0.005 uncorrected threshold. Bars indicate proportion of studies activating within cluster (mean + standard error). Results of specificity analyses regarding clinical status are described in the supplemental material.
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Discussion
The present meta-analysis provides three sets of novel findings that inform our understanding of brain regions and networks associated with peripheral inflammatory physiology. First, we observed consistently reported effects in limbic, basal ganglia, and brainstem regions, including the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, midbrain, and pons, as well as effects in cortical regions spanning the medial prefrontal and temporal cortices. Second, reported effects in some of these brain regions appeared to be specific to particular study designs and psychological tasks: inflammatory manipulation designs and emotional tasks activated some brain regions more consistently than inflammatory observational designs and other types of tasks. Third, patterns of consistent effects overlapped significantly with known intrinsic brain networks, such as the limbic, default mode, and ventral attention networks, as well as corticostriatal loops implicated in stimulus value, sensorimotor control, and action value. Furthermore, co-activation patterns across studies suggest that some of the limbic and cortical regions may be co-activated as ensembles in the context of peripheral inflammatory activity, plausibly constituting functionally connected pathways implicated in brain-inflammation and brain-immune interactions.
To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis of existing functional neuroimaging studies of peripheral inflammation. Interestingly, several brain regions and networks identified in our meta-analysis appear consistent with prior meta-analyses of neuroimaging studies of peripheral autonomic and cardiovascular physiology (Beissner et al., 2013; Gianaros and Sheu, 2009; Ruiz Vargas et al., 2016; Thayer et al., 2012) . These meta-analyses similarly identified limbic, basal ganglia, and cortical regions such as the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, anterior insula, and ACC. The similarity of our metaanalysis with these findings raises the possibility that brain regions and networks characterized here are not specific to peripheral inflammation, but rather more broadly associate with brain systems that integrate and regulate physiological information that is transferred between the brain and internal organs and tissues of the body (Cameron, 2009 ). While we did not explicitly test whether our results were specific to inflammation, future work could examine how our observed regions and networks encode and regulate common and distinct features of visceral information (e.g., immune, autonomic, pain) (e.g., Eisenbarth et al., 2016; Gianaros et al., 2017; Wager et al., 2013) .
A contribution of our meta-analysis is that it empirically supports a role for limbic and basal ganglia regions, including the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, and striatum, in peripheral inflammatory physiology across a variety of human neuroimaging studies. The latter would appear to corroborate animal models that show effects of peripheral inflammation on viscerosensory processes in these regions (Frenois et al., 2007; Stone et al., 2006) . Additionally, animal stimulation and lesion studies (reviewed in Wrona, 2006) implicate these regions in visceromotor control of the peripheral immune response. Moreover, several other neuroimaging studies that use ROI analyses (and hence are not eligible for the present meta-analysis) report associations between peripheral inflammation and activity in these regions (Muscatell et al., 2016a; Swartz et al., 2017; Wik et al., 1998) . Finally, network similarity analyses indicated that the MKDA results were similar to a broader "limbic" network that comprises the amygdala, hippocampus, as well as cortical regions including the vmPFC, parahippocampal gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus (Fig. 4, top panel) . Taken together, these findings are consistent with animal models that implicate the limbic network and its components in brain-inflammation interactions (Haas and Schauenstein, 1997) . The physiological and behavioral significance of these limbic regions in the context of peripheral inflammation are wide-ranging and continue to be defined and debated. Broadly, functional viscerosensory changes in these regions are thought to mediate the effects of inflammation on sickness behaviors and other related affective changes (Dantzer et al., 2008) , while some particular limbic regions (e.g., amygdala, hippocampus) are additionally implicated in visceromotor control over neuroendocrine and autonomic outflow (Ménard et al., 2017b) . Taken together, the results of our consistency and network similarity analyses highlight and reinforce views on limbic involvement in peripheral inflammatory physiology.
The consistency analysis also identified several midbrain and brainstem regions, including the parabrachial complex, pontine tegmentum, locus coeruleus, substantia nigra, and rostral ventral medulla. These regions extended spatially into an area consistent with the habenula, which is increasingly recognized as important for negative mood states, aversive learning, and hormonal regulation of behavior (Hikosaka, 2010) . Interestingly, the midbrain periaqueductal gray was not revealed by the consistency analysis, although there is ample evidence that this region is implicated in the regulation of peripheral physiology (Napadow et al., 2008; Wager et al., 2009b) and is also detectable in neuroimaging studies (Buhle et al., 2012; Linnman et al., 2012; Satpute et al., 2013 ) and meta-analyses (Kober et al., 2008) . Lower medullary regions including the rostral ventolateral medulla and Fig. 4 . Spatial similarity of identified brain regions to large-scale brain networks. Top panel: Associations (mean point-biserial correlation ± standard error) describing the similarity of contrast indicator maps (CIMs) to intrinsic brain networks derived from resting-state fMRI (Yeo et al., 2011) . Bottom panel: Associations describing the similarity of CIMs to striatum subdivisions (left) and corticostriatal loops (right) (from Pauli et al., 2016) . VS: ventral striatum; Ca: anterior caudate; Pp: posterior putamen; Pa: anterior putamen; Cp: posterior caudate.
T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 nucleus tractus solitarius are known to associate with peripheral inflammation, yet were also not activated (Berntson et al., 2003; Gaykema and Goehler, 2011; Goehler et al., 2000) . This pattern of null results may be due to noise heterogeneity, methodological factors, or spatial convergence in studies included in the meta-analysis. In addition to the above limbic and brainstem areas, the consistency analysis identified several cortical regions. In particular, the cluster encompassing the dACC/dmPFC accords with a considerable literature linking this region to attentional control, arousal, and subjective anxiety in the context of peripheral inflammation (Miller et al., 2013) . Specifically, it is thought that during states of infection or peripheral inflammation, this region supports hypervigilance towards environmental external threats (Capuron et al., 2005; Muscatell et al., 2016b; Slavich et al., 2010) . Moreover, the ACC and mPFC, in addition to other prefrontal and somatomotor cortical regions, issue multi-synaptic projections to the adrenal medulla (Dum et al., 2016) , consistent with a role for this region in regulating autonomic and neuroendocrine outflow, and thereby a neural basis to influence inflammation in the periphery. Interestingly, the MKDA results did not include the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex or more rostral portions of the ACC and mPFC. This suggests that, although some individual studies report associations within these regions (Eisenberger et al., 2009; Gianaros et al., 2014; Matsunaga et al., 2008; Ohira et al., 2013) , results are not consistent across the literature. Taken together, our meta-analysis findings corroborate multiple hypotheses relating the dorsal and ventral (but not rostral) medial components of the PFC to peripheral inflammation.
The consistency analysis also identified the insula, which is consistent with two hypotheses regarding this complex region's role in peripheral inflammation. First, the insula is involved homeostatic control via the autonomic nervous system, (Oppenheimer and Cechetto, 2016) one of the several visceromotor pathways that influence peripheral inflammatory physiology (Pavlov and Tracey, 2017) . Second, the insula receives and integrates a broad array of visceral signals that convey the status of internal physiology, mediated via sensory afferents projecting through the lamina I spinothalamic tract (Craig, 2009 (Craig, , 2002 . Substantial work has focused on the role of this pathway in viscerosensation, thermosensation, and nociception (Cechetto and Saper, 1987; Krushel and van Der Kooy, 1988; Segerdahl et al., 2015) . Interestingly, the consistency analysis identified clusters in left posterior and right anterior subdivisions of the insula (see Fig. 2 montage, row 2, images 4-5), which is somewhat consistent with Craig's proposed neuroanatomical model of visceral afference (Craig, 2009) . This model describes the processing of viscerosensory signals along a posterior-to-anterior pathway, wherein the posterior insula processes lower-level sensory components, and the anterior insula integrates these signals with higher level subjective and motivational context (Craig, 2009) . Moreover, results of the specificity analyses according to study design may provide additional support for this model. Compared to inflammatory observational designs, a greater proportion of studies using inflammatory manipulations reported effects in a cluster encompassing the right insula. From a conceptual perspective, it is plausible that studies using the latter design may preferentially target viscerosensory pathways as compared to visceromotor pathways , which in turn would conform with a hypothesized role for the insula in inflammatory viscerosensation. Finally, results of this specificity analysis suggest that future studies aimed at examining insula function in the context of peripheral inflammatory physiology may be better suited to incorporating inflammatory manipulations into their study design. Taken together, the results of this meta-analysis add to prior literature highlighting the insula as a core brain region involved in peripheral inflammation.
In contrast to the insula, the consistency of reported activity Fig. 5 . Co-activation of identified brain regions forming functionally connected ensembles. Regions identified by the MKDA results map were grouped into functionally connected ensembles. Lines between two regions indicate they were significantly co-activated (Kendall's tau-b) across studies. Thick lines: significant co-activation with correction for multiple comparisons, FDR q < 0.05, and not mediated by another brain region. Thin lines: significant co-activation, p < 0.05 uncorrected.
T.E. Kraynak et al. Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 94 (2018) 76-92 changes in other brain regions did not appear to differ statistically by study design. Indeed, when conducting the consistency analyses for each study design separately, and subsequently examining their conjunction, both study designs yielded consistent reports of activity changes in core 'inflammation-related' regions, including the hippocampus, striatum, and dmPFC. This pattern of findings could suggest that one study design might not necessarily yield more reliable changes in activity in these brain regions. However, these ancillary specificity analyses relied on a small number of studies coded according to design. As a result, our speculative conclusions should be interpreted as provisional. Along these lines, the specificity analyses of clinical status revealed a cluster in the dmPFC-raising the possibility that links between peripheral inflammation and activity in this region may be more consistently engaged or 'upregulated' in disease states ( Figure S4 ). Again, we interpret this ancillary finding with caution owing to sample size considerations. In these regards, future work on brain-inflammation interactions should continue to investigate the modifying influences of study design and clinical status in larger neuroimaging datasets with diverse samples to more precisely the generalizability of the specificity findings reported in this meta-analysis. It is also noteworthy that the results of the specificity analysis indicated that, compared to cognitive and resting-state tasks, a greater proportion of studies using emotional tasks reported effects in a cluster containing the ventral striatum, sgACC, and medial OFC. Together, these regions comprise a corticostriatal network that purportedly supports mood and reward processing (Lindquist et al., 2012; Pauli et al., 2016) . This network is also broadly implicated in mood-related psychiatric disorders, such as depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Groenewold et al., 2013) . Notably, the specificity analysis did not test for differences between emotional and other processes, but rather for differences in their interaction with peripheral inflammation. In this way, the findings appear to agree with the hypothesis that peripheral inflammation may influence emotional, stressful, or reward-related processes by affecting corticostriatal function (Felger and Treadway, 2017) , possibly via effects on blood-brain barrier permeability (Ménard et al., 2017a) and dopamine synthesis and release (Capuron et al., 2012) . Interestingly, inflammation-related functional changes in the corticostriatal network were documented in a separate neuroimaging study not included in the meta-analysis (Harrison et al., 2009a) . Here, mood change in response to typhoid vaccination was associated with altered activity and functional connectivity within a sgACC -ventral striatum network. A recent study similarly observed altered corticostriatal functional connectivity in adults with major depressive disorder who also had elevated markers of circulating inflammation (Felger et al., 2016) . Finally, our results and these studies conform with recent theoretical perspectives suggesting that a "neuroimmune network", comprising peripheral inflammation and brain networks including these reward pathways, may be involved in linking adversity (e.g., during early life) to physical and mental health outcomes linked to inflammation (Hostinar et al., 2017; Nusslock and Miller, 2016) . Taken together, our results reinforce prior suggestions that a corticostriatal network may be particularly relevant to peripheral inflammatory physiology in the context of emotional processes and disorders.
Comparing the spatial similarity of the MKDA results to intrinsic brain networks (Yeo et al., 2011) revealed the strongest similarity with the "default mode network" (DMN), which is consistent with recent reports linking circulating levels of IL-6 with resting state functional connectivity of the DMN (Dev et al., 2017; Marsland et al., 2017a) . Alterations in the DMN have been reported in neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders that are thought to involve inflammatory mechanisms, most notably major depression (Hamilton et al., 2015; Kaiser et al., 2015) and Alzheimer's disease (Greicius et al., 2004) . Finally, the MKDA results were similar to the "ventral attention network", which is also termed the "cingulo-opercular" (Dosenbach et al., 2007) or "salience" (Seeley et al., 2007) network, and primarily comprises the dACC and anterior insula. This network consists of extensive corticalsubcortical anatomical connections (Ongür and Price, 2000) and may be involved in detecting environmental stimuli relevant to survival, as well as the predictive regulation over internal physiology (Barrett and Simmons, 2015; Ginty et al., 2017; Hermans et al., 2011) . In the context of our meta-analysis results, we speculate that peripheral inflammation might be an important physiological mediator that relays visceral signals to and from the so-called ventral attention network Critchley and Harrison, 2013) .
The above findings regarding intrinsic brain networks were corroborated by a follow-up set of spatial similarity analyses to corticostriatal loops. Specifically, the MKDA results were similar to the ventral striatum, posterior putamen, and anterior caudate loops, which have previously been associated with distinct psychological terms via datadriven analyses on over 5000 neuroimaging studies (Pauli et al., 2016) . According to Pauli et al., (2016) , the ventral striatum loop anatomically comprises the vmPFC, OFC, and posterior cingulate, and may be important for evaluating the value and motivational qualities of different stimuli, associating with psychological terms such as "reward," "losses," and "craving." The posterior putamen loop comprises the sensorimotor cortex, mid and posterior insula, operculum, and medial temporal lobes, and is implicated in sensorimotor processes, associating with psychological terms such as "foot," "noxious," and "taste." The anterior caudate loop comprises the dmPFC, lateral PFC, anterior insula, and inferior parietal cortex, and is implicated in evaluating the value of different actions, associating with psychological terms such as "grasping," "reaching," and "reinforcement." It should be noted that, although these corticostriatal loops appear to partially overlap with components of the default mode, limbic, and ventral attention networks, their relation to the striatum as well as their meta-analytic derivation significantly adds to a network-based interpretation of our meta-analysis results. Specifically, these results point to a role for peripheral inflammatory processes across various motivational and sensorimotor contexts (Felger and Treadway, 2017) .
Indeed, while many of these intrinsic networks and corticostriatal loops are thought to be "independent" insofar as they frequently exhibit stronger within-network coherence than between-network coherence, their components nonetheless interact in a variety of processes. In particular, these networks are thought to contribute to a broader "allostatic-interoceptive" network that is implicated in sensing, representing, and predicting sensory inputs from the body's internal organs and viscera (Kleckner et al., 2017) . In addition to inflammatory physiology, other viscerosensory signals that are thought to be relevant to the allostatic-interoceptive network include autonomic, endocrine, vascular, temperature, and pain signals. Future studies should investigate how these networks, as well as other networks derived from alternative approaches, interact in the context of peripheral inflammation in health and disease.
The network co-activation analyses, suggestive of a meta-analytic index of functional connectivity, identified connections linking several pairs of brain regions, plausibly forming functionally connected ensembles of regions across studies. Two of the most significant connections (FDR corrected p < 0.05) involved mPFC-brainstem and insulabrainstem pathways, consistent with animal models and human neuroimaging studies highlighting interconnections between these regions and their role in regulating peripheral physiology. Specifically, the infralimbic cortex, a rodent homologue of the vmPFC, issues projections to the amygdala, hypothalamus, and parabrachial and solitary nuclei of the brainstem (Gabbott et al., 2005; Vertes, 2004) . Separately, the anterior insula receives projections from the parabrachial nuclei in the brainstem by way of the ventromedial thalamic nuclei (Craig, 2003; Saper, 2002) . Prior neuroimaging studies confirm that both pathways are functionally implicated in regulating autonomic (i.e., visceromotor) outflow (Gianaros et al., 2012b; Vertes, 2004; Wager et al., 2009b Wager et al., , 2009c . Finally, the co-activation analyses identified the brainstem region as exhibiting the most significant connections with other regions across studies, emphasizing its role as a potential hub for transmitting and modulating inflammation-related neural activity. While our metaanalysis is poorly powered to characterize the co-activation profiles of individual regions within the midbrain and brainstem, future neuroimaging studies that utilize improved data acquisition methods and physiological correction techniques could focus on these individual regions and their connections to higher-level limbic and cortical regions in the context of peripheral inflammation (Bär et al., 2016) . Finally, we note that some results of the co-activation analyses were inconsistent with prior reports: in particular, the dACC/dmPFC was not significantly connected with any limbic or brainstem areas (p's > 0.3) for reasons that are unclear.
In addition to fMRI and FDG-PET methods represented in this metaanalysis, other neuroimaging methods examine structural and functional properties of the brain. Moreover, many of these methods have been used to examine relationships with peripheral inflammation, including structural MRI (Marsland et al., 2008) , diffusion MRI (Verstynen et al., 2013) , functional connectivity MRI (Lekander et al., 2015) , magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Haroon et al., 2014) , and Fdopa PET (Capuron et al., 2012) . However, this literature is relatively small in comparison to the fMRI and FDG-PET literature on activation patterns or activity levels. In the context of the present meta-analysis, these methods do not provide clearly comparable neurobiological interpretations to fMRI and PET, which is necessary when systematically combining results across multiple studies. Therefore, studies using these methods were not included in the quantitative meta-analysis of this review.
However, our results may be informed by related studies that link peripheral inflammation to structural and morphological features of the brain. For instance, cross-sectional studies have linked circulating inflammation to cortical and subcortical gray matter morphology (Marsland et al., 2015 (Marsland et al., , 2008 , as well as white matter integrity (Gianaros et al., 2012a; Verstynen et al., 2013) , but to our knowledge no studies have demonstrated effects of transient, experimentally-manipulated changes in inflammatory physiology on these aspects of brain structure. Despite this, some studies showed effects of peripheral inflammation on brain microstructure, which were in part related to brain function (Dowell et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2015b) , highlighting a potential structural pathway linking peripheral inflammatory activity to altered brain function. It is not currently clear whether reported changes in brain microstructure are directly comparable to changes in brain function as measured with fMRI or PET; however, these and other structural neuroimaging methods might identify structural pathways that underlie changes in brain function, and may in turn inform our coactivation results.
Another candidate mechanism linking peripheral inflammation to brain function as reported in these studies may involve central neuroinflammatory processes. Specifically, peripheral inflammatory signals can activate microglia within the CNS, setting off a cascade that influences neuronal function (Kreisel et al., 2013) . PET radioligands have recently been developed to noninvasively measure central microglia activity by targeting the translocator protein (TSPO) (Sandiego et al., 2015) . However, the generalizability of these methods is limited insofar as there is appreciable genetically-determined individual variation in radioligand binding affinity across individuals (Fujita et al., 2008; Owen et al., 2011) . Moreover, it is somewhat unclear whether activity as reported by these methods can be combined with well-validated functional methods that are reviewed here. Nonetheless, emerging work suggests some correspondence between central microglia activation as measured with PET and peripheral immune markers in both human (Kanegawa et al., 2016) and nonhuman primate (Hannestad et al., 2012a) samples. Future studies might incorporate these measures of central neuroinflammatory processes to examine whether they are localized to regions similar to those identified in our meta-analysis.
Limitations
A number of limitations warrant attention. First, we did not include studies or analyses that were restricted to ROIs or used small volume correction, which could have resulted in excluding studies that examined certain hypothesis-driven regions or tested smaller effect sizes. Ancillary analyses incorporating these studies, however, appeared to reinforce and agree with the results of the primary, unbiased consistency analysis (see Figure S3) . Nonetheless, we interpret these ancillary findings with caution, owing to their potentially problematic introduction of biases. Second, our meta-analysis was performed using reported coordinates in the published literature, which makes several assumptions about reported activity changes, including cluster size, effect size, and effect direction. Indeed, regarding the latter factor, peripheral inflammation can plausibly relate to opposite directions of activity in the same brain region depending on contextual factors, such as stimulus type or clinical status. For example, increases in peripheral inflammation (via endotoxin administration) have been observed to decrease ventral striatum response during anticipation of monetary rewards ), yet increase ventral striatum response to images of social support figures (Inagaki et al., 2015) . These and other contextual influences on the direction of activity changes within the brain are of clear importance to future research. Nonetheless, the results of our meta-analysis provide converging and new evidence that inflammation associates consistently with changes in the activity of a reliably detected group of brain regions, without regard to the direction of the activity change. Yet, we note that our approach using reported coordinates is in contrast to the less frequently employed, yet gold standard practice of evaluating consistency using unthresholded statistical images from studies (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009) . Hence, improved data-sharing practices could allow for this approach in future meta-analyses of the literature. Third, it is likely that other factors could explain heterogeneity of reported effects across individual studies, including inflammatory stimulant (e.g., IFN-α, typhoid vaccination), inflammatory marker of interest (e.g., IL-6, CRP), sample biological attributes (e.g., age, body mass index), and sample psychosocial attributes (e.g., socioeconomic status, psychological stress), yet our small sample of studies precludes exploring these and other factors.
Conclusion and future directions
To summarize, we empirically evaluated the consistency of brain regions involved in peripheral inflammatory physiology across several human neuroimaging studies, confirming the role of the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, midbrain, brainstem, as well as prefrontal, insular, and temporal cortices. Further, we identified regions that may be specific to some contextual factors, such as psychological task, study design, and sample clinical status. Finally, we described the similarity of reported patterns to known intrinsic networks and corticostriatal loops, as well as showpe45 how reported regions group together to reflect functionally connected pathways implicated in braininflammation interactions. Given the present meta-analysis, future work might continue to examine the connections and interactions within and across these brain systems, as measured by structural and functional connectivity, in the context of peripheral inflammatory and other immune physiology. Future work could also expand the psychological and health contexts of these results by studying associations between peripheral inflammatory physiology and brain function across novel samples of participants. To these ends, we provide masks of the empirically-derived brain regions and clusters that can be used for future analyses, made publicly accessible on NeuroVault (https:// neurovault.org/collections/3234) (Gorgolewski et al., 2015) .
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